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Dear fellow intern,

First of all, we would like to congratulate you on your internship with the UN, its agen-
cies, NGOs, permanent missions, etc. Being an intern in Geneva is a great privilege 
and an incredible opportunity to start your career in an internationally-renown environ-
ment. We hope that you get as much as possible from this great learning experience. 
A professional experience in one of the most diverse city is a unique occasion to 
network, and to meet other individuals from all around the world.

Welcome

During your internship, you will gain experience with the 
objective of applying your academic knowledge through 
practical work assignments. You will also deepen your 
knowledge in your respective fields, be exposed to high-
profile conferences, and work with outstanding career 
professionals.

Located along the banks of Lake Leman at the foot of the 
Alps, Geneva sparkles as one of Europe’s most beautiful 
cities. With its long history of diversity and tolerance, the 
city of Geneva is a cultural centre featuring world-class 
entertainment, top rated restaurants and unlimited opportu-
nities for recreation.

Due to your short-term presence in Geneva, your fel-
low interns have created this guide in order to help you 
get started. This document will give you helpful hints and 
suggestions, from providing critical information before you 
arrive in Geneva to the numerous activities you can partici-
pate in once you have begun your internship. 

To receive regular updates on the events the Geneva In-
terns Association organizes, you will want to join our Face-
book group, or sign-up to our weekly Newsletter. These 
can be easily done through our website: internsassocia-
tion.org.

We hope that you will find this guide very helpful. Should you need any additional information, GIA is 
at your full disposal.

Good luck, and see you very soon!

GIA
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Introduction to GIA

History of GIA

GIA started after a series of meetings at the end of 2011 concerning the situation for interns, how 
unfair it was that interns were not paid and how difficult it was to live in a city as expensive as 
Geneva without an income. After a talk given by Guy Standing1  on precarious work, the discus-
sions started to progress. Some were thinking about how to start an initiative to represent interns’ 
positions. At a bonfire on the riverside close to Annemasse, the idea was developed to form an 
association to unionize the interns in Geneva and represent their interests, fighting for fair remu-
neration and other rights.

There were a series of meetings after this bonfire to be clear about the legal situation and gather 
more people. On the 24 of October 2011, we had a constitutional Assembly and adopted our 
Articles of Association (visit GIA’s website www.internsassociation.org). 

Although initially GIA was more UN focused, from the very beginning NGOs and later on perma-
nent mission interns were considered and included.  Noting that NGO interns often get the least 
standardized internship experience, and the least structural support while in Geneva.  In theory, 
GIA is also for private company interns, however at this moment, the scope is not reaching that 
far- but this is mainly due to resources.

At these early GIA meetings, the structure was discussed and working groups were established. 

 

1  Guy Standing (http://www.guystanding.com/) is a scholar whom used to work at the ILO, and published articles and 
books about precarious work.  His latest book is entitled: The Precariat: The New Dangerous Class (London and New York, 
Bloomsbury Academic, 2011),  and his article: “The ILO: An agency for globalization?” (Development and Change, Vol.39, No.3, 
May 2008, pp.355-384) critics the globalization and the ILO.
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Current Structure of GIA
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GIA has three main goals:
1-Professional Welfare of interns during their internship
2-Personal Welfare while in Geneva
3-Continuity

1-Professional Welfare of interns during their internship

In order to help interns get a fair internship and a good working experience, GIA gathers interns from 
different organizations to share good (and not so good) internship practices.  With this information, 
and also with the help of surveys, it gives a ‘portrait’ of the Geneva internship experiences.

What GIA does

3-Continuity
Last, but not least, ‘Continuity’ is the third goal of GIA.  Other groups of interns have gathered in the 
past to work on both issues above.  However, due to the high turnover of interns, such groups have 
previously died out. Leading to such inconveniences as the Professional Welfare demands being 
ignored or postponed or ‘re-inventing the wheel’ of the association each and every time.  Whatever 
activities or information were put forward by previous interns, risked being forgotten when those in-
terns left.  This is why the alumni community of GIA is so important and is getting stronger every day. 
Since interns leave us to move on to other steps in their lives, GIA has intrinsically put this goal as a 
main and vital goal of the organization.

2-Personal Welfare while in Geneva

It is well known that Geneva is an expen-
sive city, and as a low or non-paid crowd, 
that interns are in the poorest bracket of 
the local context. It is for this reason, and 
the fact that most people are not from 
Geneva, that the Personal welfare comes 
into play.  GIA believes that a good intern-
ship experience does not stop when the 
working day is over.  Meeting peers, mak-
ing friends, and having a good time despite 
the lack of financial resources is a goal GIA 
pursues. In that light, GIA organizes social 
events, sports and other gatherings to help 
the socialization of interns while in Geneva.  
This ‘bonding’ also leads to a very rich 
and diverse alumni group, which is a good 
reference on the longer term for interns 
individually and a solidarity group.
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What GIA is doing for you

GIA Card

To help you get the most out of your time in Geneva, GIA has been working hard to get deals 
for restaurants, bars, clubs and other entertainment. Hopefully with the benefits of the GIA card, 
you will be able to stress a little less, stretch your franc a little further and enjoy a little more 
after all your hard work saving the world across IOs and NGOs.

To learn more about the great deals we have and how to get the card, please visit the GIA card 
section of our website.

GIA Events

With GIA on your side you will never have to worry about being bored again. We know 
moving to a new city and meeting new people can be hard, so GIA organizes a mix of 
weekly, monthly and seasonal events to help you get out, enjoy the city, and mingle 
with your fellow interns.  

Some of the event GIA offers are: 
UN Lunch 
GIA Drinks
GIA Laser Tag 
GIA Movie Night 
GIA Bowling  
Pub Quiz 
Wine Tasting  
Sports and other great activities!
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International Organizations and 
Non-Governmental Organizations in 

Geneva

Ever since the League of Nations was established in Geneva in 1920, it has had a reputation as 
THE international city.  With an impressive number and large diversity of agencies, organizations 
and NGOs based here, Geneva, along with New York, is the most important focal points of interna-
tional cooperation in the world.

Two thirds of the UNs activities take place in Geneva, with all the major fields of work of the UN 
being carried out in here. Beyond the UN, Geneva has also attracted numerous intergovernmental 
organizations (IGOs), some 300 non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and around 200 perma-
nent missions of foreign countries to Geneva.  It is easy to see why Geneva earned the nickname, 
“International Geneva”.
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General Information about Geneva

Geneva is the second largest city in Switzerland, and is the most populous city of Romandy (the 
French-speaking part of Switzerland). It is situated where Lake Geneva (in French “Lac Léman”) 
flows into the Rhône River, and is the capital of the Canton of Geneva. Geneva is widely regarded 
as a global city, mainly due to the presence of numerous international organizations. In 1919 the 
city was chosen as the headquarters of the League of Nations, the forerunner of the UN, which 
today has its European headquarters in Geneva.

Key information on Geneva:

•	 Population:	Canton	of	Geneva:	456’000;	City	of	Geneva:	192,385	(2012).
•	 Area:	Canton,	of	Geneva:	282	km2;	Altitude,	375	m	above	sea	level
•	 Average	temperatures:	winter	10°C	(50°F);	summer	23°C	(73°F).	
•	 Time	Zone:	Geneva	is	in	the	Central	European	zone	(G.M.T	+1).		Summer	time	(G.M.T	+2)	
runs from end of March to the last week of October.
•	 Electricity:	220	volts.
•	 Population	structure:	60%	of	Geneva’s	population	is	foreign,	only	40%	are	local.

Geneva Tourist Office:
Address: Rue du Mont-Blanc 18, 1201 Geneva
Phone:	+41	22	909	70	00
Hours: Monday hours 10:00 am–6:00 pm
Website: www.geneve-tourisme.ch

Key information on Switzerland: 

•	 Capital:	Berne
•	 Population:	7.9	million	(2011)
•	 Official	languages:	French,	German,	Ital-
ian and Romansh.
•	 Currency:	Swiss	franc	(CHF):	1	CHF	
divided into 100 centimes.
•	 Government:	Federation,	Federal	repub-
lic, Direct democracy
•	 Visa:	Switzerland	has	been	in	the	
Schengen	Zone	since	12	December	2008.	As	
a result, “Schengen” visas also cover entry into 
Switzerland provided they are part of a valid 
travel document.
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the Geneva Cornavin railway station. If you are under 25 years old, a reduced tariff of CHF 45CHF 
applies. The full fare is CHF 70CHF. Keep in mind that this pass allows you to use all the buses, 
trams and trains in the Geneva area.

Prices for 2013  Monthly One trip, valid 60 minutes
Adult 70 CHF 3.50CHF
Junior (under 25) 45 CHF 2.50CHF*

* This price is also the reduced fare price for holders of the Swiss Half-Price Card.

 

Getting around in Geneva

Public transport

Exploring Geneva by tram, bus and even on a boat is very easy. Geneva’s public transport system 
provides very comprehensive coverage of the city. You can easily find schedules and route maps by 
visiting the Transports publics genevois website at http://www.tpg.ch/.

All visitors staying at hotels, youth hos-
tels or at campsites receive the free 
yellow Geneva Transport Card for the 
duration of their stay. The free trans-
port card allows you to use the public 
transportations on the Geneva territory 
for free of charge. This free passport to 
Geneva’s transport network is valid even 
when crossing the lake with the yellow 
taxi-boats.

But for interns who will be staying here 
for more than a couple of months, it is 
recommended to buy a monthly pass for 
which you need to show an ID card and 
bring an ID photo. You can get these at
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The route planning tool on the TPG website is very useful when moving around the city by public 
transportation.	It	calculates	the	best	route	for	you;	you	simply	need	to	add	a	place	of	departure	
and your destination.

FROM

TO

TIME

DEPAR-
TURE OR 
ARRIVAL 
TIME

Noctambus or the “Night Buses” in Geneva run after the regular buses and trams end for the night. 
They operate Friday and Saturday nights, after midnight. This late night bus service gives you the 
option of staying out later than the last bus/tram (which runs mainly until around midnight). These 
Noctambus follow special routes, and are a great alternative to expensive cabs. For information on 
schedules, routes and price, visit www.noctambus.ch.

Tiny mouette-boats ferry people across the mouth of the lake between April and October. There are 
four routes, all covered by normal city tickets (and the monthly pass): M1 runs between the Pâquis 
jetty	(Quai	du	Mont-Blanc)	and	Place	du	Molard	(Rues-Basses);	M2	between	Pâquis	and	Eaux-
Vives;	M3	takes	you	from	Pâquis	to	Genève	Plage;	and	M4	runs	between	Genève	Plage	to	Chateau-
briand
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Health Assistance

Hospital information

There should be a “permanence médicale” or a 24-hour service medical 
centre in each area of Geneva. For more information, dial 022 595 11 11 
or visit: 
www.permanence-medicale.ch 

If you are in need of urgent medical care, you 
can get to the University Hospital by bus #5 or 
by taxi. You can also call SOS Doctors at 
022 748 49 50 (www.sos-medecins.ch).

University Hospital of Geneva
Rue Gabrielle-Perret-Gentil 4
1211	Genève	14
Tel.: 022 372 33 11
www.hug-ge.ch 

In bigger organizations, 
there are Health Servic-
es Units operating gen-
erally Monday through 
Friday during business 
hours (closed at lunch 
times). If you feel ill, try 
contacting them first, get 
advice, and shall you re-
quire any treatment, they 
should be able to inform 
you of the best place to 
go to. As a general rule they cannot provide further 
treatment on site themselves, but some services turn out to be more 
flexible than others.

At the Palais de Nations, the Medical Service is located in the build-
ing S, Door 2, Office PN-2. The medical staff is very friendly and they 
speak different languages. Medical treatment is free of charge. The 
office is open non-stop from 8:00 to 17:00.

Pharmacies are generally closed at night but at least one will be open 
all night based on a rotating schedule. For a list of all Geneva-area 
pharmacies as well as the rotation schedule, Association of Genevan 
Pharmacies (APG) website, or you may also call 144.

For a list of emergency telephone numbers in Geneva, Vaud and the 
rest of Switzerland read here.
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Other Practical Information

Banks

The main banks in Switzerland are: UBS, Credit Suisse and Banque 
cantonale	de	Genève	(BCGE).	PostFinance	also	proposes	a	great	
number of financial services. Exchanging money is easy, as there 
are several exchange houses close to the main train station on Rue 
du Mont-Blanc. It’s worth comparing the rate your ATM card and 
bank charges to the exchange houses rate, as there isn’t always a 
big difference. Migros exchange is reputed to be quite good. There 
is one located by the Mont-Blanc Bridge.

Geneva is one of the most expensive cities in the world. Shortly after you arrive, you will need to 
pay invoices (rental, telephone, water, electricity, television, subscriptions, etc…) with red pay-
ments slips (IS or BV in French). To make payments you will have to go the post office counter 
with these payment slips. You can also pay your bills on the Internet through your financial insti-
tution or E-finance (PostFinance), which allows you to handle your financial transactions online 
around the clock.

Post Offices 

Post offices are generally open from 8:00 to 17:00, closing briefly 
from 11:30-12:30 during the day. The central Post Office near the train 
station on Rue du Mont Blanc is also open on weeknights until 20:00 
and on the weekends. You can also mail stamped letters at the Swiss 
Post sign on the street or the small yellow mailboxes. Sending letters 
overseas typically costs between 1.80,- and 3.80,- depending on the 
weight. Visit the Post website for more information (English available): 
www.poste.ch. You can also use the post office to purchase interna-
tional calling cards, cell phone pay-as-you-go recharges and for finan-
cial services (bill payment, bank account, debit card, etc.).

Shopping and grocery stores

The stores in Geneva are as varied as its culture. You will find everything you want in its many shops 
and department stores.
 
La rue du Rhône is the “richest” street in Geneva. Here you will find an impressive number of watch 
and jewelry shops selling the most renowned brands. The paralleled street called Rue de la Con-
féderation is the main shopping street, filled with international brands and fine chocolatiers and tea-
rooms. 

In general, supermarkets and stores are open from Monday to Saturday, from 8h30 / 9h until 18h / 
19h (or 18h on Saturday). On Sunday, stores are closed and certain ones will also close on Monday 
mornings. Luckily, on Thursday stores stay open until 21h for “late night shopping”. Certain stores (in 
the stations or airport), or family grocers are open 7 days a week, generally from 8:00 to 21:00 pm.
When it comes to food shopping, there are two main grocery stores: Migros and COOP. Migros does 
not sell alcohol. Denner is another option and is slightly less expensive than the other two, though 
they do not sell many fresh food items and the quality is not as good.
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It is cheaper to shop in France, but you should remember that France is located in the Euro zone 
area. You should bring your passport when crossing the border and extra money should you travel by 
bus since an extra free will be charged (this trip isn’t covered by your monthly pass). France is cheap-
er for groceries, especially when buying meat and dairy products. 

To help you to shop in Geneva, as well as in neighboring France, here are the names of some shop-
ping centres and locations for you to explore:

Geneva
1. Balexert  2. La Praille  3. Chavannes Centre  4. Signy Centre  5. Centre Commercial de Meyrin  6. 
Planète	Charmilles		7.	Blandonnet	Centre	8.	Pfister	Meubles		9.	Les	Cygnes		10.	Confédération	Cen-
tre  11. Eaux-Vives 2000  12. La Combe - Nyon  13. Centre Commercial de Carouge  14. Plainpalais 
Centre  15. Lancy Centre  16. Porte de Rive  21. La Praille
 
Neighboring France
17.	Val	Thoiry		18.	Géant	-	Annemasse		19.	Shopping	Etrembières		20.	Vertes	Campagnes	Gex
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Mobile phones

All phone numbers in Switzerland start with 0. Landline phone numbers in Geneva start with 022 
and cellular phone numbers with 079 or 078 or 076. The international country code is (00)41. 

You can buy pay-as-you-go cell phones, or buy just for the pay-as-you-go SIM card if you already 
have a cell phone that works in Switzerland. The main providers are:

•	 Swisscom	(a	bit	expensive	but	very	good	coverage)
•	 Orange	(good	deals	but	sometimes	unreliable	coverage)
•	 Sunrise	(sometimes	the	cheapest	provider,	but	service	and	coverage	could	be	better)
•	 Lebara	mobile	(cheap	international	calls,	but	a	bit	pricier	for	local	calls)
•	 Migros	and	Coop	also	sell	pay-as-you-go	phones

You can easily find provider stores in any parts of the town. One good option is to purchase a 
pay-as-you-go recharge at one of the post offices. Make sure you bring along your passport 
when buying a cell phone or a SIM card.

Most public pay phones accept only phone cards, which are not the same as international 
calling cards. Pay phones can be found all around Geneva. You can find phone cards at the 
post office, kiosks (or small shops, for instance the news agent Naville), train and gas sta-
tions, and most hotels. There are telecards shops that specialize in selling the cheapest cards 
to call a specific country. You can find specialized telecards shops around Cornavin, at Place 
Montbrillant,	4	Passage	du	cinemas	Rialto;	near	the	Plainpalais	stop	at	7	Rue	de	Carouge;	and	
at	Place	des	Eaux-Vives,	at	12	Terrassière,	Carrefour	de	Rive.	Once	more,	keep	in	mind	that	
Switzerland’s country code is 41 when using phone cards.
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Internet access

The list below provides you with addresses of the places in Geneva where you can access the Inter-
net:

•	 Arcanium:	Internet	cafe	with	20	computers,	webcams,	printer	and	scanner.	Open	Monday,	
Tuesday 10h-24h, Friday-Saturday 10h-01h and Sunday 14h-24h. At 58 rue Liotard, 1202 Geneva. 
Tel: 022 344 92 50

•	 Charly’s	Check	Point:	Internet	cafe	for	network	games,	printing,	fax	and	telephone	services.	
Open Monday to Saturday from 09h-24h, Sundays 14h-22h. At 7, rue de Fribourg, 1201 Geneva. Tel: 
022 901 13 13

•	 Cyber	Cafe	Genève	-	Ifage:	Internet	cafe	open	Monday	to	Friday	from	07h-21h.	Located	at	19,	
Place des Augustins, 1205 Geneva. Tel: 022 807 30 87

•	 Cybercafe	3000:	Internet	cafe	with	over	40	computers,	webcams,	printers,	scanners	and	staff	
available to give advice. Open from 11h-21h every day at 2, rue Henri Christiné, 1205 Geneva. Tel: 
022 320 74 55

•	 Laundrenet:	Internet	cafe	and	laundrette	also	offering	services	such	as	washing,	drying	and	
ironing. At 83, rue de la Servette, 1201 Geneva. Tel: 022 734 83 83

•	 Open	Video:	DVD	chain	store	in	Geneva	with	several	outlets.	 
The store in Pâquis also has an Internet cafe at 19 rue de Berne, 1201 Geneva.  
Tel: 022 731 13 21

•	 Le	Web	Tarterie:	Bar-restaurant	and	cybercafe.	Can	organise	
parties and karaoke evenings for up to 120 people. At 21, avenue de Verdun, 
74100 Annemasse, France.  
Tel: 04 50 43 98 29
 

For free Internet locations, visit: 
http://www.espritdegeneve.ch/home.php?lang=en.
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Before you Arrive

“Carte de légitimation”

Your organization will need a copy of your 
passport, and proof that you are covered by 
your own health insurance. Copies of your 
contract and of your passport are necessary 
in order to fill out an application for a Carte 
de légitimation (legitimacy card). This card 
serves as proof that you work at your organi-
zation and are legally allowed to be in

Visa

To check if you require a Schengen visa to 
enter Switzerland, the best way is to contact 
the Swiss authorities in your country of resi-
dence. This authority (Swiss consulate or 
embassy in your country of residence) should 
be able to inform you about the entry require-
ments to Switzerland. For more information, 
you can also consult the Swiss Federal De-
partment of Foreign Affairs (DFA) website at: 
http://www.bfm.admin.ch/bfm/en/home/the-
men/einreise/merkblatt_einreise.html

Switzerland. This Carte de légitimation will also facilitate your 
entrance to other international organizations (The Palais des 
Nations, WHO, etc.). The Human Resources Department usu-
ally helps you with this if your department or supervisor doesn’t 
take care of it for you. The Carte de légitimation is issued by the 
Swiss government (not by the organizations), so please re-
member that you must return the card to the Human Resources 
Department when you finish your internship. Please note that in 
Switzerland, it is mandatory to always carry some form of ID with 
you, and some money, too. This is important not only for security 
reasons but also because the Police can do random checks at 
any time.

This section will help you with what you need to do before arriving in Geneva, and also with your first 
couple of days settling into your organization. Before you arrive, make sure you have all of your basic 
paperwork in place for your first day.
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Arriving in Geneva

By air

Geneva Cointrin International Airport is a major 
European hub used as a network of a hundred or 
so destinations spread right across the globe. The 
tourist information and airport information desks 
offer free maps and advice daily from 6am until 
midnight. With just 200m walking distance from 
plane to train, you can easily be at the city centre 
in less than 30 minutes after landing. 
The simplest and cheapest way to go to town is 
either by city bus #10, which departs only 50m 
away from the airport’s main entrance and takes 15min to arrive in town, or by train, which take you to 
the main central station Cornavin in only 7 minutes. The airport train station is easily accessible and 
all trains from here pass through Geneva’s central station. At the airport, you can get a free 80 min-
utes ticket for public transport to travel from the airport to your destination. Make sure you get the free 
travel card from the blue UniReso ticket machine located in the luggage retrieval hall. Taxis gather 
just outside the terminal, but are a more expensive alternative. The taxi drivers charge approximately 
25-35,- into the city. You should also note that there is usually an extra charge for luggage.

By train

The city’s main train station – the Gare Cornavin – 
couldn’t be more central, it is located less than 500m 
north of the lake. The station is also a terminus of the 
French rail network: you can arrive on an intercity 
SNCF train from Paris, Lyon or Grenoble on platforms 
7 and 8, separate from the rest. You’ll be directed to 
pass through both French and Swiss customs and 
passport control. 

By bus 

All	international	buses	to	Geneva	arrive	at	the	Gare	Routière,	on	Place	Dorcière	(www.gare-
routiere.ch), just off Rue du Mont-Blanc in the heart of town. The most common are the daily 
arrivals from nearby points in France, such as Chamonix, Grenoble, Lyon, Annecy and Evian, 
and buses from all over Europe arrive here as well.
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With its many parks, its beautiful bodies of water and its surrounding mountain chains (the Alps and 
the Jura), Geneva boasts plenty of areas and suburbs that can provide the perfect living environment. 
That said, there’s certainly some factors to consider before choosing accommodation in a particular 
neighbourhood of the city. But, no matter where you choose to live, there is always a lot to explore in 
the surrounding areas

This map should help you to navigate through these smaller area’s of Geneva:

Life in Geneva
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1. Carouge
Carouge is actually a separate town from Geneva, though close and easy to access as trams and 
buses service it. It is one of the most dynamic parts of the Canton, with fountains, little restaurants 
and continental cafés, market squares, and small boutique shops and antique stores. There are ac-
tivities all year long with concerts and flea markets open on Wednesdays and Saturdays. However, it 
is quite expensive. Carouge is known for its charm, calm atmosphere and Mediterranean feel, which 
make sense when knowing the town’s history.  It was built in Sicilian style, as it was a possession of 
the Italian kingdom of Sardinia until 1792. France then seized Carouge and made the city the admin-
istrative head of its Lac Léman (Lake Geneva) region. Now French, the Carougeois rebelled quietly 
by living in their Sardinian-influenced village. In 1815, France lost Carouge to Switzerland due to 
Naploeon’s defeat at Waterloo.

Fun fact: did you know that the first tramway in Switzerland connected Carouge to the Place-Neuve, 
and is currently the oldest active line in Europe. 

Places to eat/drink: Kathmandu Café, mix between traditional restaurant and Nepalese cuisine. 25 
Rue de Veyrier (022) 300.36.63

How to get there: Tram 15 to Plainpalais, then Tram 12 (20mins)
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2.  Charmilles/Saint-Jean
Historically, Charmilles was the manufacturing zone, the home to factories and the colourful workers. 
With the industries moving out of the area, it became a district in transformation and is being rede-
fine. It is a nice residential area to live in, particularly for families, as it is very close to Cornavin and 
all	amenities,	but	remains	relatively	quiet.	An	added	advantage	is	the	proximity	to	Planète	Charmilles,	
a popular shopping complex for both expatriates and locals alike. Saint-Jean, its neighbour, is built 
on a cliff, and offers a beautiful view over the Arve and Rhone joining together. Most of the riverfront, 
however, is occupied by luxury businesses and offices. There are mainly old houses, showing the 
many different stylistic influences in Geneva. Apartment complexes in this neighbourhood tend to be 
modern and good quality. On the rue de Saint-Jean, there are little shops, and a small and convivial 
market on Tuesdays and Fridays. 

Fun fact: Charmilles the name of the old multi-purpose stadium, which was used mostly for football 
matched. Built in 1930 and hosting World Cup matches in 1954, the stadium was later closed in 2002 
when	Stade	de	Genève	opened.

Place to eat/drink: Les tilleuls, Italian restaurant, small budget, ranked one of the best in town (2 
av.des	Tilleuls,	1203	Genève)	(022)	344.59.19

How to get there: Bus 10/19 (5 mins) from Cornavin (22 cantons) 

3. Champel et Malagnou
Located behind the Old Town, the 
area is distinctly upper-middle 
class with many green spaces 
and luxurious apartments. With 
Parc Bertrand, one of Geneva’s 
biggest parks, situated in the mid-
dle of this area, the streets near 
the park are quiet and residen-
tial. The exception for affordable 
housing found in this expensive 
area is of the Cité Universitaire 
hostel-like complex for Geneva’s 
students. The main through roads 
are Route de Florissant and 
Route de Malagnou are busy, 
with supermarkets and traffic, 
and the residences are mostly 
high-rise.

Fun fact: considered to be one of the most chic residential areas of Geneva, the build-
ings are high quality constructions and many are the original stone masonry of yester-
year.

What to see: tour de champel, parc Bertrand, Museum of Natural History (Malagnou)

Places to eat/drink: Le Florivert, French restaurants. route de Florissant 2, 1206 Ge-
nève	(022)	347.30.20

How to get there: Bus 8 to Louis-Aubert, then bus 21 to Cret de Champel (25 mins)
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4. Eaux-Vives and Old Town
Eaux-Vives is home to the Jet d’eau and to two beautiful 
parks: Parc des Eaux-Vives and Parc de la Grange. It’s a 
cosmopolitan part of town where little shops and bistros 
are plentiful and the proximity to the lake is a bonus. It is 
one of the largest and most active quarters and much of 
the original architecture remains. The area is a mixture of 
apartments – mostly upper end – and smaller retail stores 
and shops. The Old Town, also known as the Vielle Ville, is 
perched on a hill, made up of cobblestone streets, tall grey 
stone buildings leaning in towards each other, and the clat-
ter of a café tucked around each corner. Vieille-Ville is Swit
zerland’s largest historical site and it is dominated by St-Pierre’s cathedral. The old 
town is where Geneva began, and where most of the city’s myths and legends were 
formed. The Old Town is no museum, however, but a bustling maze of trendy wine 
bars, design boutiques and antique booksellers. At the Place du Bourg de Four you 
will find, in almost any kind of weather, a dedicated throng out at the café tables sip-
ping espresso, and watching the world -- and letting time go by

Fun fact: the Jet d’Eau: a water fountain that spits more 500 litres of water 140 me-
tres into the air each second.

What to see: Parc la Grange, Parc des Eaux-Vives, Jet d’eau, Geneve plage, St-
Pierre’s cathedral

Places	to	eat/drink:	Mango	Deck,	Cours	de	Rive	20,	1207	Genève	(022)	840.20.06	
	 Le	Radar	de	Poche,	1204	Genève	(022)	311.36.68	swiss	food

How to get there: Bus 25 (10 mins)
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5. City Centre/Bastions/Rive

The City Center, known primarily as “Les Rues Basses” or the “lower streets”, as compared to the up-
per streets of the Old Town (Vielle Ville). Here you will also find Quartier des Banques (the “Neighbor-
hood of Banks”), where Geneva shows off two of its top-three “raisons d’être”: banking (specifically, 
private banking) and luxury shopping (most noteably, luxury-watch shopping) primarily on the Rue du 
Rhône. The only thing specifically “Geneva” missing from this area is the UN. The area of the Rues 
Basses is great place to people watch. Filled with densely packed streets of sharp, well-suited Swiss 
bankers and shoppers toting luxury-goods-laden shopping bags. Besides this general spectacle, the 
area is where other people will find some 
of the best (affordably priced) shopping.

What to see: All the shopping on 
Rue du Rhône

Places to eat/drink: Point Carré, 
6 cours de Rive, 1206 (022) 310.17.70

How to get there: Bus 8 (10 minutes)

6. Jonction
Originally an industrial sector, Jonction 
is closely located to the centre, between 
Charmilles and Plainpalais. It is the point 
where the Rhône River and the Aarve River 
converge. Until recently Jonction was a 
neighbourhood of quaint family restaurants, 
small hardware stores, and unfortunate 
dead-ends like the municipal bus depot, 
factories, and lonely warehouses. However, 
thanks to Geneva’s Museum of Modern and 
Contemporary Art (MAMCO) and numerous 
art galleries, La Jonction has experience an 
urban revival. Centred on the axes of Rue 

des Bains, Rue du Stand and Boulevard St. Georges, Jonction is beginning to blend with the more 
student crowd of neighbouring Plainpalais. With renovated lofts, funky bars, urban dance clubs such 
as L’Usine and the thrice-annual QuARTier des Bains gallery walk, Jonction is rebranding itself as the 
epicenter for Geneva’s urban hipsters. Come see how the Swiss rebel against their staid roots.

Fun fact: Considered the Swiss equivalent to New York’s Chelsea or London’s Soho.

What to see: MAMCO, Bois de la Batie 

Places to eat/drink: Café Lys, 7 rue de l’Ecole de medicine, 1205. (022) 328.78.26

How to get there: Tram 14 (15 min) to stop Jonction
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7. Paquis and Gare Cornavin
Geneva’s most dense and diverse neighborhood, some say the Paquis is the most lively and wild 
area of the city. On Sunday when the rest of Geneva is a ghost town, in this area the restaurants are 
open.	Here	you	will	find	the	majority	of	the	city’s	5-star	hotels;	you	will	also	find	the	red-light	district;	
you	will	find	the	best	sushi	and	the	best	döner	kebabs;	you	will	see	kids	standing	barefoot	in	line	at	
the	gelato	shop	who	have	just	come	from	the	beach;	and	here	you	will	see	UN	workers	coming	home	
late from working at the UN Council on Human Rights. It’s all here, and it all mixes together in one 
seamless, and most of the time amiable, flow.
Be warned: Pâquis has the highest incident of crime in the city, the majority of it is pick pocketing.

Fun fact: If you are looking for ethnic foods or supplies, 
Pâquis is the place to go. One can find a decent 
selection of American foods at the American market 
on Rue de Neuchatel

What to see: Red light district

Places to eat/drink: La Caravane Passe (Lebanese). 
11Dr Alfred Vincent, 1201. (022) 731.34.31

How to get there: its location in front of Cornavin 
train station

8. Petit-Saconnex/Nations
Centered around the giant three-legged chair in the 
Palais des Nations, this is the hub of the international 
organizations in Geneva. Here you will be much more 
likely to hear English than French. Petit-Saconnex is 
one short street of traditional Swiss-architecture build-
ings, housing a handful of restaurants, a pharmacy and 
a few shops. It is a popular choice for expatriates who 
want the advantages of the city while feeling that they 
are outside of it. Down the street is the Intercontinental 
Hotel, and up the street a bit farther are the Canadian 
and Russian Permanent Missions to the UN. 

Fun Fact: The population of Geneva is over 40 percent 
international and here in Nations that percentage is 
much	higher	than	average	(around	60%).

What to see : Palais des Nation, three-legged chair

Where to eat : 
Chez ma cousine, 2 chemin du Petit-Saconnex, 1209. 
(022) 733.79.85
Café du Soleil Place du Petit-Saconnex 6, 1209. (022) 
733.34.17 (said to be one of the best fondue places in 
the city.

How to get there : Tram 15 (5 minutes) to Nations
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9. Plainpalais 
This is the student quarter. The University’s buildings – its many libraries, faculty buildings and confer-
ence halls -- are dotted throughout the neighborhood. This gives the neighborhood an eternally intel-
lectual undercurrent, from the cafés with old wooden tables populated by customers you imagine are 
retired professors, to young students walking with musical instruments strapped to their backs. The 
high density of bars, restaurants, shops and students in Plainpalais makes it a vibrant place to live. 
Here you will find the opera, the music conservatory, and the Parc Bastions (and its wall dedicated to 
the religious Reformeurs). The area is always bustling. Most days see an artisan’s bazaar of one kind 
or another and Wednesday and Saturday are reserved for popular flea markets. Above all, Plainpalais 
is where you will find small cafés full of people having long conversations over coffee, packed noisy 
neighborhood bistros, and bars open under the summertime tree-lined streets. 

Fun fact : The area is called Plainpalais because of the plain it rests on – and indeed, in the center 
of Plainpalais there is still a wide open triangle of land, now mostly gravel and used for small visiting 
circuses and carnivals.

What to see : the Parc Bastions (and its wall dedicated to the religious Reformeurs)

Places	to	eat	/	drink:	La	sixième	
heure. 6 places des philosophes. 
1205. (022) 320.73.69.

How to get there: Tram 15 (10 
min) to Plainpalais
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Life in Geneva is exciting if you know where to go and 
you keep your eyes open for some interesting experi-
ences. The high cost of living may sometimes be a bit 
of a joy kill, but if you plan your way around what the 
city has to offer and enjoy its international vibe, it could 
be an amazing place to be. 

Part of GIA’s mission to facilitate the ‘good times’ for in-
terns! Our association organises lots of fun activities to 
bring to together people and their hobbies. So staying 
in the loop, through our Facebook page, newsletter and 
website might be useful!

Many of the events, concerts and occasions are sea-
sonal in this city, so make sure you check your dates 
and stay alert. Look out for posters on the sidewalk, 
walls, local supermarkets and the screens in the trams. 
Concerts, theatre shows and lots of other interesting 
stuff in advertised there.

Leisure and cultural activities

Cinemas

Pathé Cinema
Balexert | 27, Avenue Louis-Casaï CP 2868 1211
Rialto | 33 James Fazy 1201 
Rex | 8, Confederation Centre 1204
 
Les Scala Cinema (festival & less commercial films) | 23, Rue des Eaux-Vives 
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Cafés 

Boréal Coffee Shop | Rue du Stand 60 CH-1204 | 
022.310.69.60
Restaurant de la Maison des Arts Grütli | Rue du 
Général-Dufour, 16 - 1204
Café du Lys | 7 rue de l’Ecole de Médecine 1205 | 
+41	(0)	22	328	78	26	
Les Recyclables | 53, rue de Carouge | 
+41223282373	|	Mon	–	Sat	10:00	–	18:30
Café de Paris	|	Rue	du	Mont-Blanc	26,	1201	|	+41	22	
732 84 50
Cottage Café | 7 Adhemar Fabri-1201

Dining

Feel good breakfast
ô Calme |	Rue	Ancienne	36	|	+41223012220	|	Tue	
10:00 – 16:00, 
Wed – Sun 10:00 – 18:00
Le Pain Quotidien | 32 Blvd. Georges Favon1207 | 
+41	(0)22	781	8190
Buvette Bains des Pâquis | Quai du Mont-Blanc 30 | 
+41	22	738	16	16	|	Sunday	brunch	served	until	11:30

Dinner hot spots
Chez Ma Cousine | Place du Bourg-de-Four 6 1204
Demi Lune	|	Rue	Etienne-Dumont	3	1204	|	+41	22	312	12	90

Etc.
$ Kebab and Pizza shops (10 CHF), Bains des Paquis brunch
$$ McDonalds, Holy Cow, lunch Plat du jour (Any restaurant that has a “plat du jour” for lunch will 
save you money. These daily specials are meals for roughly 18-22 CH)
$$$ Fondue: Café du Soleil, Les Amures
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Museums

Many city museum are FREE the first Sunday of the month for their temporary exhibits and some are 
free year round for their permanent collections.

International Museum of the Reformation
The International Museum of the Reformation in
Geneva vividly depicts the history of the Reformation initiated by
Martin Luther, John Calvin and others.

Mamco Geneva
Mamco is the largest and youngest contemporary art museum in Switzerland

Patek Philippe Museum
This museum invites you to discover the origins of this accessory through its magnificent collections 
of Swiss, Genevan and European watch making and enamels from the sixteenth to the twentieth cen-
tury.

Maison Tavel Maison Tavel
This a unique testimony of medieval civil architecture in Switzerland. Destroyed by fire in 1334, it was 
rebuilt by the Tavel family of the Geneva nobility, which gave the house its character as a fortified 
mansion and urban palace.

Espace Rousseau 
The Espace Rousseau has now been created at this address with the goal of keeping alive and 
further disseminating the work of one of the minds that have had the profoundest mpact on modern 
thinking.

	  

Special Events:
The first ‘Night of Museums’ of Geneva was 
held in the Spring of 2013, where special exhib-
its and animation take place around the clock.

Lausanne has had the same concept going for 
many years, but theres takes place in the fall.
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Night-life

Le Baroque | 12, Place De La Fusterie 1204 
Pickwicks | Rue de Lausanne 80 1202
Lady Godiva | Boulevard du Pont d’Arve 53 
1205
Java | Quai du Mont-Blanc 19 1201
Le Kraken Bar | 8 Rue de L’ecole de Mede-
cine 1205
Shakers | Rue Arnold Winkelried 4 1201
L’Elephant Dans La Canette | Avenue du 
Mail 18

Festivals & Events

Fêtes	de	Genève | 18 July – 11 August
200 free concerts on 4 stages, 180 food stalls presenting culinary specialties of 30 different countries, 
a funfair with 70 stallholders, making it Switzerland’s biggest annual public event.

L’Escalade | December 11–12
Geneva’s biggest celebration commemorating the failed attempt by the Duke of Savoy to seize the 
town by surprise one night of December 1602. Locals dress up in costume and parade by torchlight 
around the streets with drums and fifes, groups of kids sing in city-centre cafés, and confectioner’s 
sell the Marmite d’Escalade, a small pot made of chocolate and filled with marzipan “vegetables” to 
commemorate a Genevan housewife who dispatched a Savoyard soldier by tipping her boiling soup 
over his head from a high window. A few days before is the Course d’Escalade, a fun-run through 
town.

Fourth of July
Geneva’s celebrations for US Independence Day are the biggest in the world outside the States.

Swiss National Day festivities | August 1

La Bâtie Festival | last week of August and early September
During the Features live music and theatrical performances.

Paleo Festival Nyon | 23-28 July 2013
With six days and nights of festivities, 230,000 spectators expected, over 230 concerts and shows 
taking place on six stages, and a total of 200 stalls on site, Paléo Festival Nyon is the biggest open-
air festival in Switzerland and one of Europe’s major musical events.
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Outdoor Activities

Wakeboarding
http://www.wake.ch/en/node/34

Rock-climbing
http://www.climb-europe.com/RockClimbingSwitzerland.html

Skiing
http://www.skiweekender.com/ski-resources/comparison-of-ski-resorts-near-geneva/ 

Hiking
Fields of wild white narcissus flowers, take a train to Les Avants or Sonloup (above Montreux).

Some easy hikes in this area:

Montreux railway station
Chauderon Gorge
Les Avants railway station
Glion railway station
Les Avants railway station
Sonloup cable car station
Le Cubly (view point)
Chamby steam railway station
Chernex railway station
Paccot (Rochers de Naye railway sta-
tion) 
Col de Jaman (restaurant)
Les Cases railway station
Col de Jaman
Col de Soladier  
cablecar station

Jura:
Givrine railway station
Dole
St-Cergue railway station
Le Pont
Mollendruz
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Travelling by Train

Depending on where you want to go, 
you may wish to start your trip at the 
main Geneva train station. There are 
very good connections all the way to 
Italy, Germany, France, Austria etc. The 
rail station called Gare Eaux-Vives is 
another options, with routes to differ-
ent locations in Haute-Savoie, such as 
Evian, Chamonix and Annecy.

Here are a couple of links to help you 
get started with looking for train travel:

Traveling 

•	 Suisse	Federal	Railways:	in	addition	to	regular	priced	tickets,	there	is	an	option	to	book	online	
and get Super Saver tickets, which save a substantial portion of the ticket fare. There is also a demi-
tariff card for CHF 150,- which entitles holders to buy half price train tickets within Switzerland for the 
following year (www.sbb.ch). We recommend this card if you are planning even two trips, as train 
tickets are very expensive in Switzerland. This card ALSO allows you to purchase TPG tickets at a 
reduced price.
•	 French	Railway:	here	you	can	get	tickets	when	travelling	to	France	(www.sncf.com).

Travelling by Plane

Low-cost airfare providers make it relatively easy to travel outside Switzerland. The most popular 
airline for low-cost fares is EasyJet. The excellent prices are available especially during off peak peri-
ods. Visit EasyJet’s website (www.easyjet.com) for more details. The easiest way to book with Easy-
Jet is online. Note that EasyJet is a ticket-less airline, but you will need to bring appropriate identifica-
tion, such as your passport and any other relevant documents that may be required.

Another possibility is the company called Flybaboo/Darwin airline (www.flybaboo.com), but you can 
also keep an eye on the regular airlines (Swiss, British Airways, Lufthansa, etc.) as they often have 
good deals on airfare. A good way to find the best deals is to visit Skyscanner.net. This site will find 
the best deals amongst a number of airlines. 
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Note that there might be an extra charge for multiple drivers and an extra insurance fee for drivers 
less than 25 years of age. Check out www.viamichelin.com as a useful guide to planning trips by car, 
including driving distances and fuel estimations. Also, remember that not all drivers licenses are valid 
in Switzerland, so look into this before you drive. 

Below are a few links to specific car rental agencies and their Geneva locations that you might want 
to consider.

•	 AVIS	(www.avis.ch)	–	Rue	de	Lausanne	42-44
•	 Budget	(www.drivebudget.ch)	–	Aéroport	Genève	15
•	 Elite	(www.eliterent.com)	–	Rue	des	Pâquis	51
•	 Europcar	(www.europcar.ch)	–	Rue	de	Lausanne	37,	or,	Aéroport,	Genève	1
•	 Hertz	(www.hertz.ch)	–	Rue	de	Berne	60
•	 Sixt	(www.sixt.com)	–	Aéroport,	or,	in	Pâquis

Some near-by moderate-size as well as big cities you might find interesting to visit are Turin, Milan or 
Genoa in Italy, or Lyon, Strasbourg and Grenoble in France. If you are even more ambitious, you can 
also	make	it	by	car	to	Verona,	Venice	or	Florence	in	Italy;	Nice,	Montpellier,	Paris,	Reims	or	Marseille	
in	France;	Stuttgart,	Munich	or	Frankfurt	in	Germany;	Innsbruck	in	Austria	or	Luxembourg.	For	those	
who are very adventurous, you need only 8 hours to get to Brussels, Cologne, Toulouse or Salzburg 
by road.

Just remember that it might be necessary for you to obtain a visa for travelling into these countries. 
Check with the official authorities of the country you wish to visit.

Travelling by Car

Renting a car is often less expen-
sive than other forms of travel when 
there are more than two people 
travelling, depending of course on 
the distance you wish to travel. 
Compared to taking a train it might 
be faster, more convenient and you 
can divide the costs for the rental, 
gas and tolls, which are common in 
Italy and France.

Swiss highways have no tolls, but 
a ‘vignette’ must be exhibited on 
the car, and that the cost is non 
negligible, so make sure that if you 
rent a car and that you’ll be driving 
on a Swiss highway, that the rented 
car has a ‘vignette’ (check Prior to 
booking as this cost 40CHF for the 
calendar year).
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Check out the following map to get a general sense of which European cities you can travel to in 
various driving times. Please note, these are very general guidelines and driving times may not cor-
respond to this map exactly.

Travelling by Bus

From the central bus station, which is located near the Gare Cornavin in Geneva, buses leave for 
France, Italy, Spain, Morocco, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak and Czech Republic. Check the 
website	of	the	Gare	routière	for	more	details	and	schedules	(Google:	Gare	routiere	Geneva).

During the winter, there are buses running daily to the different ski resorts. There are normally offers 
that include the transport to the ski area as well as the skiing pass for the day. You can find timeta-
bles,	prices	and	other	useful	information	on	the	Gare	routière’s	website.

Note that at the Geneva Cointrin airport, the coach station desk is situated at the arrivals level. It will 
provide you with all the information you need to know about connections.
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Discovering Romandie, the Swiss French-speaking area

PAYS DE GEX

Pays de Gex is located just 15 km north of 
Geneva at the foot of the Jura mountain 
range. The area and its surrounding towns 
are known especially for the area’s local hot 
springs and are said to have healing pow-
ers. Every town has its own resort with public 
thermal baths and spa facilities. In Divonne 
there is a lively market on Sunday mornings 
and a succession of cultural and sporting 
events throughout the year. 

LAUSANNE

Lausanne is the capital of the canton of Vaud, 
facing the French town of Évian-les-Bains, with 
the Jura Mountains to the northwest. Famous 
for its beautiful lakeside promenades, Lausanne 
is located just 55 km from Geneva. Lausanne’s 
beautiful port includes its own Old Town dating 
back to the 14th century as well as the ultra-
modern Olympic Museum, home to the Interna-
tional Olympic Committee. Lausanne has also 
become a hot spot for clubbers from around the 
region.

MONTREUX

Montreux is a lovely Swiss town, considered 
part of the Swiss “Riviera” thanks to its famous 
lakefront promenade. The city is accessible by 
boat or train from Geneva and there is plenty 
to do for a day trip. The famous Chateau de 
Chillon, a medieval castle, is definitely worth 
a visit. It can be easily accessed via bus, walk 
or boat. Daily guided and self-guided tours are 
offered year round. Montreux is also famous 
for its annual two-week Jazz Festival taking 
place in July. Some of the numerous small 
villages around Montreux include La Tour-de-
Peilz, Clarens, Territet, and Villeneuve.
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WINE TASTING

Although not known for its wine, Geneva’s winegrowing region is easily the most picturesque in the 
world and the largest in Switzerland producing 13.5 million liters annually. Most vineyards offer tast-
ing, though some by appointment only. See www.wine.ch/index.htm for a complete list of wineries and 
events. La Route de Vignoble or the ‘Road of the Vineyard’ (www.routeduvignoble.ch) is a popular 
tasting route connecting some forty vineyards in and around Geneva. The route is well marked and 
easily conquered by bike or on foot. A similar course at Parcours Dardagny (www.balade-viticole.com) 
presents a full history of winegrowing in Geneva along a 7km trail through the Dardagny vineyard with 
tasting in the main house.
‘Caves Ouvertes’ is a great event where you buy a glass for 5 CHF (price for 2013) and this acts as 
your tickets to try and taste many wines of the area during the ‘open doors’ of Geneva’s wineries.

Crossing the border over to the French side

ANNEMASSE

Annemasse is located just over the Swiss boarder 
in	France	at	the	foot	of	Mont	Salève.	It	is	some-
times considered as part of the metropolitan area 
of Geneva, the town are several skydiving, para-
sailing and paragliding facilities ranking due to 
it’s close proximity to the mountains. Annemasse 
tends to be quite touristic, so the nearby villages 
of Ville-La-Grand, Gaillard, Ambilly, Vetraz-Mon-
thoux, and Etremieres are good alternatives for 
outdoor activities.

ANNECY

Annecy is a beautiful French town located 
about an hour south of Geneva. Many even 
consider it as the most beautiful city in all of 
France. Located just 35 km south of Geneva, 
the city is a must for day-trippers, especially 
in summer. The ancient town is known for it’s in-
credible lake front beaches along Lake Annecy 
and for the maze of ancient canals running 
through the old town. 
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EVIAN-LES-BAINS

Evian-les-Bains, located on the shores 
of Lake Geneva, is often described as 
an elite, holiday resort and spa town. 
The town is home to the very popular 
Evian mineral water. The water bot-
tling actually takes place 5 km west of 
Evian in a town called Amphion (tours 
are available). It has a nice lakeside 
promenade, the largest themed casino 
in Europe and some shopping areas. 
Evian-les-Bains can be reached by 
boat from the Geneva harbour. Re-
member to bring your student card for 
discounts on fares, and your passport 
as it is in France.

YVERDON LES BAINS

This small town, next to the Lake Neuenburg is 
one of the main and most popular spa resorts 
in western Switzerland. In summer, the town 
and the surrounding area very suitable for 
water sports fans and nature-lovers. For more 
information visit: http://www.yverdonlesbainsre-
gion-.ch/en/yverdonlesbains.  

YVOIRE 

Yvoire is a small medieval town located 
next to the Lac Léman and approximately 
half-way between Geneva and Evian-les-
Bains. There is a large variety of souvenir 
and handicraft stores to explore, and plen-
ty of locations for ice cream and picnics in 
summer. A boat takes you there from the 
Geneva harbour. You can get a discount 
on fares by showing your student ID card. 
It’s recommenced you bring your passport 
along just in case as it is in France. For 
more information, visit www.yvoiretourism.
com.
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Skiing

With over 200 ski resorts within 100km of the city, Geneva can be named as the greatest skiing hub in 
the world. The Gare Routiere Bus Station offers daily round trips, including lift tickets, to top ski desti-
nations including Chamonix, Clu saz, Avoriaz, Diablerets, Les Gets, Les Houches, Flaine, Grand Bor-
nand and Contamines. Check www.gare-routiere.ch for reservations and departure times. There are 
also a number of ski clubs in Geneva that organize regular outings for all experience levels. Check 
with the Ski Club of Geneva (www.skiclubgeneve.ch) for the latest news and information.
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APPENDIX

Emergency numbers 

•	 Police:	117
•	 Fire	service:	118
•	 Road	assistance:	140
•	 Emergency	home	doctor	visits:	022	748	49	50
•	 Lost	Property	Office:	022	54	60	900

Useful websites 

•	http://www.myswitzerland.com
•	http://www.geneve-tourisme.ch/
•	http://www.cagi.ch/en/home.html
•	http://www.meteoswiss.ch
•	http://www.tpg.ch
•	http://www.sbb.ch/en/home.html
•	http://www.genevah.com
•	http://www.glocals.com
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Chair Overseeing the day to day of GIA, leading 
meetings, supporting Head’s of team

chair@internsassociation.org

Head of Social Affairs Organizing all the festive events, trips, and 
other activities for interns, including UN 
lunch, GIA drinks, movie night, bowling 
night, laser tag, sporting events and much 
more!

Social.Affairs@internsassociation.org

Language Coordinator In charge of languages exchanges Languages@internsassociation.org

Professiona Welfare Ensure the professional welfare of interns professional.welfare@internsassociation.org

Personal Welfare Improve the interns’ personal experience 
by helping them adapt to life in Geneva

professional.welfare@internsassociation.org

Secretary/Treasurer In charge of the meeting minutes, calling 
meetings, GIA funds, and is the Chair’s 
right hand person

chair@internsassociation.org

Head of Communications In charge of promoting GIA using social 
networks and other methods of communi-
cation, including the weekly newsletter

Communication@internsassociation.org

Webmaster In charge of our website: www.internsas-
sociation.org

Webmaster@internsassociation.org

Head of Membership & 
Outreach

Responsible for recruiting new members 
and creating contacts with organizations’ 
Human Resources

Membership@internsassociation.org

Head of Alumni Accountable for creating an alumni data-
base, organizing career events to increase 
the interns’ employability and ease their 
transition to the professional world

alumni@internsassociation.org 

GIA Contact Information

	  


